
15 British American Blvd.  
Latham, NY 12110

1 800 677-1997   www.bidnet.com

How BidNet works:

BidNet has created the most comprehensive  
network of agencies across the nation. We provide 
access to bids from tens of thousands of federal, 
state and local agencies, and can show you  
opportunities you won’t find anywhere else.  
Our diverse network of agencies will give you  
the competitive intelligence needed to compete 
effectively for the nation’s largest buyer of goods  
and services – government agencies across  
the nation and right in your hometown.  
With daily notification of government opportunities,  
we provide the critical, timely and targeted  
information you need to succeed in the  
government sphere.
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BidNet is the Industry Pioneer

BidNet was the first bid notification service  
and continues to lead with extensive and  
highly-targeted coverage, reliable and trusted 
service, state-of-the-art technology, and one  
of the most user-friendly interfaces available. 

For more than 30 years, we’ve helped  
thousands of companies grow their businesses 
by providing the market intelligence needed  
to win more government contracts and discover  
subcontracting opportunities.
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Targeted Opportunities

BidNet matches opportunities to clients’ needs  
using our system of over 9,000 specific product 
and service codes matching opportunities to  
our clients with unrivaled accuracy. Online search  
provides the flexibility and convenience to find, 
identify and sort bids, and our online Executive 
Assistant helps you track, manage and prioritize 
opportunities. Our standard subscription provides 
the option to include additional users, allowing  
you to share valuable business intelligence across  
your organization. 
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BIDNET’S TARGETING CRITERIA INCLUDES:

OPPORTUNITY TYPE 
AGENCY TYPE 
INDUSTRY
KEYWORD
GEOGRAPHIC AREA 

BIDS, AWARDS AND ADVANCES
FEDERAL, OR STATE & LOCAL 
9,000 SPECIFIC PRODUCT AND SERVICE CODES
ALLOWING OUR CLIENTS TO FURTHER REFINE OPPORTUNITIES
BY STATE OR NATIONWIDE 



Comprehensive Intelligence

BidNet supplies opportunities from agencies 
of all levels of government including cities, 
counties, states and federal, as well as  
colleges, universities, school districts,  
hospitals, correctional facilities, water  
districts, public utilities, police and fire  
departments, and other special  
districts nationwide.

We can show you active sales leads and bids – RFPs, RFQs, RFIs, RFBs and ITBs, awards &  
tabulations and amendments. BidNet also monitors upcoming opportunities not yet out to bid  
based upon historical contracts, budgetary information and grants, so you can prepare for  
recompete opportunities. Our clients also have access to our database of historical bids,  
amendments and awards that can be used to research trends, and identify proactive marketing  
and sales strategies. 
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Extensive Coverage

We utilize state-of-the-art technology and an  
experienced research team to source and code  
opportunities, as well as manage relationships  
with agencies. Since we proactively monitor 
thousands of  sources daily, from all levels  
of government, when a new opportunity  
is found, our clients are notified. Client  
surveys and continuous research allow  
us to maintain and add new bid 

sources regularly. BidNet does the legwork 
for our clients by finding the bids so they  
can focus on winning contracts. And with  
bid documents stored in our data center, 
they’re available when YOU need them –  
no need to hunt them down on your own!
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User-Friendly Service

BidNet has a straightforward interface that’s 
easy to use, and helps our clients find and  
manage bids efficiently. Our customer care  
team works individually, and proactively,  
with our clients to ensure their account  
is set up accurately; ensuring maximum  
value is obtained for each and every client.

The Bid Alert®

BidNet creates content-rich abstracts for each bid 
& RFP including the most vital information in each 
so you can quickly identify bids of interest and only 
focus on the opportunities you want to pursue.

Each Bid Alert® summary includes details such as 
bid specifications and agency information, delivery 
point and date, purchase type, and as many as  
25+ special notices such as pre-bid meetings,  
prequalification requirements, minority business 
goals and set-asides, bid or performance bonds, 
installation or maintenance, and more.

New Tab 01 New Tab 02

Agency Information

Bid Alerts for Today’s Bid Matches

SPECIFICATIONS
Specifications include, but are not limited to: The El Paso Independent School 
District, here after referred to as EPISD, requests vendors to provide office 
supplies to campuses and departments on an as needed bases. EPISD 
expects next day delivery to 131 locations. Discounts must be clear and 
easily identifiable by line items and/or categories. No guaranteed annual 
volume is provided because the needs cannot reasonably be projected 
for these supplies.

Product Codes:
20730, 45006, 31006, 31030, 61509, 61511, 61515, 62020, 61539, 61588, 
61551, 61529, 61537, 62090, 62060, 62070

BID RELATED DOCUMENTS

       Download Document

BID RELATED ATTACHMENTS

       Download Attachment 1

       Download Attachment 2

       Download Attachment 3

ISSUING AGENCY
USING AGENCY
STATE
AGENCY TYPE
CONTACT

PHONE
FAX
EMAIL

BID ALERT NO.
AGENCY BID NO.
TITLE
RECEIVED DATE
CLOSE DATE
PURCHASE TYPE
DELIVERY POINT
DELIVERY DATE
SPECIAL NOTICES

El Paso Independent School District

Texas
State and Local
Elizabeth B. Sida, Purchasing Agent, Procurement Services, EPISD 
Purchasing Office, 4900 Woodrow Bean / Trans Mountain Drive, 
El Paso, TX, 79924

915-759-2718
915-759-2701
ebsida@episd.org

64110041
14-114
DISTRICT OFFICE SUPPLIES
07/01/2014
07/24/2014 3:00 PM
Term: through 1 year
El Paso, TX
As Needed/Required
Pre-Bid Conference Recommended 07/16/2014 3:00 PM
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Our customized Bid Alert® Bulletin is delivered  
daily by email, providing presorted bid matches, 
amendments and contract awards/tabulations.  
In addition, BidNet offers flat subscription fees.  
No additional “Transaction or Hidden fees.”  
When you win a bid, you keep your profits!



Testimonial

“BidNet has definitely enhanced our business over the years. 
We’ve used BidNet’s Federal, State and Local service for  
the last 9 years because the ability to get bid information  
in a timely manner is critical. I monitor my Bid Alerts® daily,  
as soon as I walk in the door each morning, and also  
benefit from their e-procurement systems. While there  
are other services out there, we trust the reliability of BidNet. 
The team at BidNet is there if we need them and the service 
continues to keep us in the game!”  - Cliff Cameron, Director of Sales,  

Keizer Morris, Intl

Exclusive Bids

BidNet provides additional bids through our exclusive SourceSuite network, used by over  
1,000 agencies across the nation. Since 2001, the SourceSuite network of e-procurement  
systems has grown, and now operates purchasing systems across the United States serving  
over 10,000 purchasing departments with new agencies and buyers constantly joining. As more 
agencies implement the SourceSuite solution, more exclusive bids are available for BidNet clients.

EXCLUSIVE SOURCESUITE NETWORK BID ISSUING DEPARTMENTS BY YEAR 
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